
How should bokli or bukli be transcribed 
and interpreted ? 

By Masao MoRI 

I 

According to the descriptions in the .so-called Kol-Tegin and Bilga
Qayan Inscriptions, it is evident that during the eighth century a kingdom 
and people known as bokli or bilkli were located to the east of the T'u-chueh 
~Jfflk Khaghanate and the king was 'entitled bokli or. bilkli q(a)y(a)n. 

Various opinions have been put forward as to how this bokli or bilkli 
should be transcribed and interpreted by such philologists or iinguists as W. 
W. Radloff, V. Thomsen, W. Bang, P. M. Melioranskij, H. N. Orkun, A. von 
Gabain, S. E. Malov, T. Tekin, G. Aydarov, M. Ergin etc., and an ethnologist 
L. P. Potapov. 

It may be fairly claimed that Seiichiro Iwasa !s-~~-/4~ was the first his
torian to propose a theory on this question apart from these philol<;>gists, 
linguists and ethnologist.1 ) 

His theory is as follows: The script bokli or bilkli have to be transcribed 
as bokli and can be identified with the Kao-chu-li ~kiJ:M people and _its king
dom which dominated the southern part of Manchuria and north Korea, if we 
take into consideration the facts that bokli and Kao-chii-li were located to 
the east of the contemporary T'u-chueh Khaghanate and that the latter had 
either hostile or diplomatic relations with Kao-chu-li. 

But we cannot disregard a noticeable phonetic difference between bokli 
and Kao-chu-li. How can this difference be explained? Iwasa answered this 
question in the following way: The Kao-chii-li people belonged to the Mo 
ffi race originally, henc'e they were called Mo people at the time of the Han 
~ Dynasty. Furthermore, we can infer that the Pai-chi s~ people called 
Kao-chu-li by the name of Mo from an account of Pai-chi chi s~ft3 cited in 
the Nihonshoki S 7-fs:tHE or Chronicles of Japan. On the basis of this we are 
able to identify M(k) in bokli with Mo (*miak. Baku and haku in Japanese 
pronunciation) and -kli with chii-li, probably the state name of Kao-chii-li 
(the root of Kao-chu-li was Chu-Ii without doubt). Consequently, we can pos
sibly surmise that bokli means Chu-Ii of the Mo race, that is Mo-chii-li (Miak-
kji u-liai. ffikiJOO). . . . . 

Thus, Iwasa considered bokli to be Mo-chu-li and the latter to be Kao
chu-li. 
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Iwasa referred to the Moukri people, who Theophylactos Simocattes, a 
Byzantine chronicler, described as inhabiting the neighbourhood of China and 
being very warlike. Taking into consideration the fact that the Kao-chii-li 
people dwelt close by the lands of the Northern Chou ~t~ and the Northern 
Ch'i ~t~ Dynasties and were said to have been "very energetic and warlike 
-;(f~1J, ~~H", too, Iwasa concluded that the only people who can be identi
fied with the Moukri people mentioned by Theophylactos Simocattes were 
the Kao-chii-li, and the name Moukri which the Byzantines had learned from 
the T'u-chiih people was surely a corrupted form of the name bokli} the term 
by which the T'u-chiieh people referred to the Kao-chii-li people. 

This theory of Seiichiro Iwasa may be highly appraised. 
Nevertheless, we cannot find any such people or kingdom known as Mo

chii-li ;ski.JM'. which Iwasa identified with bokli and Kao-chii-li in any histori
cal source. 

As for the Moukri referred to by Theophylactos Simocattes, it deserves 
attention in this connection that there is such an expression as "Kao-Ii 
Mu-chii-li (Mokuri in Japanese pronunciation) 7,gjH ~~:El." in the Fan-yu
tsa-ming ~ffi~~. Dr. Gimpu Uchida P'J 83114' JI., following the opinion of E. 
Chavannes, put forward a theory that identified the Moukri mentioned by 
Theophylactos Simocattes with the Wu-chi wt! or the Mo-ho IU;.2 > But, 
according to B. Karlgren, the two Chinese ideographs, wr!I and tUi, might 
be pronounced as *miu;}t-kiet and *muat-yat respectively during the T'ang 
m, period. These sounds are out of accord with Moukri as Iwasa has already 
pointed out. It seems that Moukri in Theophylactos Simocattes indicated 
Kao-chii-li and may be related to Mu-chii-li (Mokuri) in the Fan-yii-tsa-ming 
so far as the pronunciation is concerned. In other words, it can be safely 
claimed that Kao(-chii)-li was called Moukri and such like. This problem 
shall be touched upon later. 

Leaving aside the Moukri referred to by Theophylactos Simocattes for the 
moment, the present writer cannot agree with the theory as presented by 
Iwasa that b,okli may be identified with the Chii-li of the Mo race, that is 
Mo-chii-li ffikiJ:R, and Mo-chii-li with Kao-chii-li on the grounds of the afore
said evidence. 

Thereafter, Ts'en Chung-mien ~{i:p~, supposing that bokli is the tran
scription of Mo~li ** of the Mo-li-chih *113'i:, a title name of the Kao
chii-li Kingdom, and taking into consideration not only the aforementioned 
account of the Fan-yu-tsa-ming} but also the description about "the land called 
Mug-lig by the Drugu (namely the T'u-chiieh people) ~nd Ke'u-li 7,gj:R by 
the Chinese" in a Tibetan document (8 century) (Pelliot collection, No. 
1283),3 > asserted that the fact that b- and m- sounds are interchangeable with 
each other confirms fairly well that bokli is nothing other than Mo-li,Mu-chii
li (mokuri ~~:El.), Mug-lig and Kao (-chii)-li.4> But, it would be unreason
able to suppose that the T'u-chiieh people indicated the Kao-chii-li Kingdom 
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by its title name, Mo-li, and the king of the Kao-chii-li Kingdom, by Mkli 
quyan, namely Mo-li Qayan. 

The word Mug-lig in a Tibetan document shall be referred to later, too. 
Then, H. W. Haussig, identifying b-okli lol with fu-li-chii {:JtfUJl. in the 

sentence that "in the 3rd year (of Jen-shou [t:#]) (603), more than ten 
T'ieh-le tribes including Ssii-chieh, Fu-li-chii, Hun, Hsieh-sa, A-pa, P'u-ku 
·etc., rising in revolt against Ta-t'ou, begged to be allowed to surrender (to 
the Sui j3ff Dynasty)"; 

[ t:#J =::~, 1fiUro,9cHa • 1:JtfU rA • ~ • wJ~~ • jriJJtJt • ~it~+~mt a1f~:a1, ffl* 
~~ft 

presumed that bokli might be the land of the so-called "Sung-mo tlr~", which 
was located among the Q:itany (Ch'i-tan ~fr), the T(a)t(a)b'i and the Chi
nese.5) But, this seems to be a groundless argument. 

II 

Then, how should bokli or bilkli be transcribed? 
The present writer while reexamining the so-called Orkhon Inscriptions, 

was deeply impressed that the almost all scholars who researched the Inscrip
tions were too heavily influenced by the theories of W. W. Radloff and V. 
Thomsen. This applies to the script in question. Since they transcribed 
bokli or bilkli as bokli, nobody seems to have doubted this transcription. 
Although A. von Gabain transcribed this word as bokli (il ?) and H. N. Orkun 
and T. Tekin as bilkli, it may be said that their opinions were also under the 
influence of W. W. Radloff and V. Thomsen. 

Since the bokli-theory was expounded by them, almost all philologists, 
linguists and historians have followed this transcription and the like, and 
tried to find the meaning of bokli on the basis of it. But, it seems that these 
efforts have failed to realize any result with the exception of Iwasa whose 
opinion is very suggestive. 

The present writer would like to advance a theory to transcribe bokli or 
bukli not as bokli but as bok eli (or ili) ( <el+i, il+i). It is a matter of com
mon knowledge that there are many cases where the word el (or il) is 'ex
pressed in only one script l. 

Then; what did the T'u-chiieh people designate by bok eli? Needless to 
say, bok eli means "the state or land of bok". 

In such a case, what does bok mean? It is a matter of course that bok 
is the transcription of Mo ~ as Iwasa supposes. 

That the kingdom of Kao-chii-li was founded by the Mo ~ people is ap
parent from, for example, a passage in the Hou Han-shu {~~:&, vol. 85, 
Tung-i Ch'uan )[~~ which reads as follows; 
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"Another name of (Kao-)chii-li is Mo. There is another tribe of them, 
who dwell along a small river. Hence, they are called Small-River-Mo. 
The Mo people produce an ,excellent bow. This is the so-called bow of 
Mo" 

[~] ku,Vl, ~i;ffi~. ~B!Jfi, 1~1}7t~Ja-. ft§:i;s,J"7tffi. l±\"kf9, rfi!fflffi9~ 
-m. 

It is apparent that Kao-chii-li was "the state of Mo" from this sentence. 
The soldiers of Kao-chii-li, namely the Kao-chii-li people, are expressed under 
the name of "the Mo people ffiA" in a passage in the San-kuo-chih ~m;:t, 
vol. 30, Tung-i Ch'uan *~~- Furthermore, passages in the Ts'e-fu-yilan-kuei 
:filrfff5c&, vol. 957, Wai-ch'en Pu )i-.g-$, Kuo-i mB and Pei-shih ~t~, vol. 
94, Pai-chi Ch'uan sfjt!f~ read respectively as follows; 

"If one goes from the land of Pai-chi toward the west for two days, you 
arrive at the state of Mo 

•····· sf'ill 13 iffirr::: s, ~ffim", 
and "it is said that one travels (from the land of Pai-chi) toward the 
west for. three days for (a distance of) more than thousand Ii, you arrive 
at the state of Mo 

······iffifi::::E, ~ffim-=ftiJJ.~". 

"The state of Mo" in these passages is nothing other than that of Kao
chii-li. 

We can safely conclude from these passages that the Kao-chii-li state 
and people were called Mo by the Chinese at various periods. Taking this 
into consideration, it would not be mistaken to say that the T'u-chiieh peo
ple called the Kao-chii-li Kingdom "the state of Mo" as the Chinese did. 

According to B. Karlgren, the Chinese ideography Mo ffi was pronounced 
as *mBk during the T'ang JN period, while Dr. Rokuro Kono ~lr7"\i~ told 
me in a personal conversation that Mo was pronounced as, *mbak at Chang
an :RK during the T'ang period. And according to a study by Dr. Kono, 
the pronunciation of Mo was *m11ik in Middle Korean. 6) Since there were vari
ous relations between the T'u-chiieh Khaghanate and the Kao-chii-li people 
and its Kingdom as Seiichiro Iwasa pointed out, it is quite probable that 
the T'u-chiieh people realized very well that the Kao-chii-li people were the 
Mo people. Hence, to the T'u-chiieh people the Kao-chii-li Kingdom was 
"the state of Mo", and they transliterated the sound of *m11ik, mbak or mBk 
and such like as bok, and called the Kao-chii-li Kingdom as bok eli (or ili) 
namely "the state of bok". 

As for Mug-lig, in an account about "the land called Mug-lig by the 
Drugu (namely the T'u-chiieh people) and Ke'u-li ~H by the Chinese" in a 
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Tibetan document, it consists of Mug and +lig which denotes "mit etwas 
versehen, zu etwas gehorig." In that case, Mug-lig means "the land of Mug" or 
"the land which belongs to Mug", and it seems that this Mug is also the 
transcription of the sound Mo (ii. *m'Bik, mbak or ~-ek) and the like. But 
the present writer supposes that "the land of Mug (Mo)" or "the land which 
b'elongs to Mug" does 'not refer to Kao-chii-li itself. 

G. Clauson, identifying this Mug-lig with bilkli, his transcription of the 
word in question, and stating that it must be the transcription of Mo-ho 
iUlt quoted the opinion of E. G. Pulleyblank that it must have referred to 
the Po-hai WJm state.7) The present writer cannot agree with the theory 
of G. Clauson that bilkli (bokli) can be identified with Mug-lig as well as 
Mo-ho. But he does think that it is evident that M ug-lig, namely "the land 
of Mug (Mo)" or "the land which belongs to Mug", means the Po-hai state. 
The reason why he thinks so is that Ta Tsu-yung j(ffl,'p~ who founded the 
Po-hai state might have originally come from the Kao-chii-li people, namely 
Mo people, and because the Po-hai state was established on the former land 
of Kao-chii-li, that is Mo. He supposes that Mu-chii-li (Mokuri ~~~) which 
is stated as referring to "Kao (-chii)-li" in the Fan-yil-tsa-ming is not bokli as 
Ts'en Chung-mien put it, but a corrupted form of Mug-lig, and can also be 
identified with Po-hai. 

In short, the present writer's opinion is that the old Turkic peoples 
including the T'u-chiieh people pronounced the Chinese ideograph Mo ii as 
bok or Mug and so forth, and indicated the Mo state and people, first those 
of Kao-chii-li and then Po-hai, with the words b·ok eli (or ili) or Mug-lig and 
such like, and Moukri mentioned by Theophylactos Simocattes is an inexact 
expression of the sound Mug-lig as well as Mu-chii-li (Mokuri) in the Fan
yil-tsa-ming) and indicates Kao-chii-li. 

All things considered, the present writer would like to propose a theory 
that bokli or bukli should be transcribed as bok eli (or ili) and that it means 
"the state of Mo" which refers to the Kao-chii-li Kingdom. In that case, it is 
a matter of course that bok eli (or ili) qayan means "the qayan of the state 
of Mo", that is to say "the king of the Kao-chii-li Kingdom". 

This brings me to the same conclusion as Seiichiro Iwasa in the sense 
that we both suppose that bok is a transcription of the original sound of Mo 
and bokli or bilkli refers to "the state of Mo", namely the Kao-chii-li King
dom, although the present writer transcribes bokli or bilkli not as bokl'i as 
Iwasa did, but as bok eli (or ili). This is why he stated that the opinion of 
Seiichiro Iwasa may be highly appraised and is very suggestive. 
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